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- Recommendation vis-à-vis National Associations-

4th Motor Directive: the claims handler should be able to undertake
the social security bodies’ recovery and compensation procedures

Dear Colleagues,

At a previous meeting of the “Services and Claims” Sub-committee, the German association (GDV) 
raised the question of whether the provisions of the 4th directive could apply in the relationship with 
a social security organisation.

The main point was in particular to determine whether the social body could settle claims via the 
"claims" representative of the insurer of the person responsible.

The GDV proposed to give a positive answer to this question, concluding that the claims settlement 
representative should be able to deal with social security claims. 

Several arguments were put forward:

the claim can be totally settled by one and the same person.

in the event of serious bodily injury, compensation for the victim's non-economic losses can 
only occur when the amount of compensation due by the social security body has been assessed.

it is unreasonable to compensate the victim for non-economic losses in his state of residence 
whilst at the same time ask the social security body to contact the insurer of the person 
responsible abroad, in the state in which the accident occurred.
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This question was submitted to three CEA organs:

§ The « Services and Claims » Sub-committee
§ The « Legal Issues » Sub-committee
§ The Management Committee

These three bodies clearly supported the GDV interpretation. This solution would have to apply at 
least in countries in which social security bodies benefit from legal subrogation. 

In the present case, subrogation may be defined as the legal transfer of the victim's rights to the 
state insurer, covering principal and auxiliary rights. 
It is therefore not unreasonable to consider that the victim's entitlement to benefit under the 4th

Motor directive is an auxiliary right encompassed in legal subrogation.

This interpretation aims at introducing equal treatment for social bodies’ rights throughout EU 
Member States.

I should be grateful if you would promote this interpretation vis-à-vis your members.

Yours sincerely, 

Jean-Louis MARSAUD
Director
marsaud@cea.assur.org

Copy for information : Mrs Caroline MAION, Mr Dominique THIENPONT, European 
Commission, DG Markt


